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Thoughts rapidly filled Mr. Campbell’s mind.

He had to keep his job. He could not leave Cade Nelson.

If not, he would be done for!

Inside Cade’s office.

“MP Lidell, please, have some tea!” Cade said as he brewed

David a cup of tea.

Now that no one else was present, Cade had even changed how

he was addressing David.

David took the teacup and had a sip before placing it on the
coffee table. It was not odd that Cade knew who he was.

If not, he would not be treating him so respectfully.

“Cade, there’s something I would like to ask you!” David said.

“Please tell me what it is, MP Lidell!”

“Do you know what’s going on with the Greg family in River
City?”



“Are you referring to how the Greg family is teaming up with the
Nichols family?” Cade asked.

“Yes! That’s exactly it!”

“Naturally, I do know about it.”

“In that case, are you, as the cabinet minister of South River

province, going to allow this family to do whatever they want in

Somerland? Are you tired of your position as the cabinet minister

of South River province?”

“MP Lidell, here’s something you might not know. It is not that I,
Cade Nelson, am not doing anything about things. However,
amidst the sixty-six provinces in Somerland today, at least half of
them are populated with powerful hidden families and sects that
are integrating local families into their circles. These hidden
families and sects are extremely powerful, to the point where I

am unable to fight back against them. Moreover, I have reported
these to my superiors a long time ago, but they are overwhelmed

with work now. They have merely instructed us to keep an eye on

them and said that they will immediately send someone over to
get rid of them once they do anything that gravely violates the
laws of Somerland. Although these families have joined forces

now, there is nothing I can do, since they have not yet done

anything that goes against Somerland’s laws!” Cade said with a

rueful expression on his face.

He, too, felt horrible that the Greg family was joining forces with

the Nichols family and making their way into River City.

He, Cade Nelson, had initially been one of the most influential

people in South River province.



As the cabinet minister of South River province, he would suffer

the most losses the minute the Nichols family established a firm
foothold in River City.

His power would be massively curbed. In the future, there might

even be a possibility that the Nichols fainily would get to call the
shots in South River province.

Things were still alright now.

Mason, the Chief of Staff, was still alive.

These people would not dare get up to no good yet.

However, once Mason died…

Somerland would descend into chaos.

By then, no one would know how chaotic it would be.

Thus, at this moment, no one dared offend anyone from these

families or sects. That included him, the cabinet minister of South

River province.

“Cade, I know what you’re worried about! You’re worried that

Somerland won’t be able to keep these enemies in check after Old
Master Stefani dies, and that you’ll ruin your future by offending

them.

“Well… Well… Actually…”

Cade had no idea how he to reply to that.



He was slightly embarrassed that David had immediately hit the
nail on the head.

After all, he was still currently the cabinet minister of South River

province.

“Cade, I’m telling you! Somerland won’t descend into chaos!
Even if the rest of the world descends into chaos, Somerland

won’t! That’s because … even after Old Master Stefani dies,
there’ll still be me, David Lidell!”

An intense aura emanated from David’s body once he completed
his exceptionally cocky

sentence.

The aura was so intense that Cade was shoved several meters
backward. He only stopped when he bumped into his desk.

At that moment, Cade’s eyes were wide open as he stared at the

young man in front of him in terror.

That intense aura made him feel like he was merely an ant, and
that he was facing an elephant.

What sort of talent was that?

It had managed to render him, someone in the beginner stage of

Dragon Rank, unable to fight back.

He felt like a skiff floating in the middle of the sea, about to be

drowned by a tall wave at any given time.

It was terrifying!



Even so, that was not even the most important thing.

How old was David now?

Was he even twenty-five years old?

A God Rank guardian?

It was unheard of!

Naturally, as someone who had reached Dragon Rank, he knew
what it meant!

Potential… unlimited potential…

He would become a being of Mason’s level in the future.

It was also possible that he might even surpass that…

God had bestowed this chance upon him. He must… must… must

grab hold of it.
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“MP… MP… MP Lidell, y- y-you…” Cade began stuttering.

A God Rank guardian who was only in his twenties!



It was something never seen before in several thousand years of
recorded world history, let alone in Somerland.

The present time was the greatest decade in human history.

Standing in front of him was David, the man destined to dominate

this decade.

He had to ensure he could ride David’s coattails.

If he let this chance go, he would end up becoming insignificant.

However, if he grabbed hold of this chance, his name would

likely go down in history.

No one could resist passing up on this temptation.

“Cade Nelson! Stop cowering in fear if you want to keep your

position as cabinet minister of South River province. Be bold! As
a martial arts practitioner, you should possess the bloodlust that

every martial arts practitioner should have. Besides, you’re a
citizen of Somerland. I, David Lidell, will personally use the issue
with the Nichols family to set an example for the others. I want
all the hidden sects and families in Somerland to know that there
will only be one outcome for those who dare cause chaos in
Somerland. The outcome… is that their entire family… will be

exterminated!”

David’s aura reached its peak when he finished uttering this
sentence.



Cade was a master in the beginning stage of Dragon Rank, but
now, he could not even move the tip of his finger. In truth, he was
even finding it a little difficult to breathe.

Was this how powerful a God Rank guardian was?

That was terrifying!

The mere release of his aura rendered him powerless to fight
back.

David’s mindset was also beginning to change.

There was an excellent saying!

With great power comes great responsibility. Additionally, after
meeting Mason and getting influenced by him, David’s mindset

changed. In the past, he had only looked out for himself and only

thought of himself. He felt that everything else had nothing to do

with him.

However, after getting to know Mason, David had slowly been

influenced by his selfless devotion

The old man had a noble character and unquestionable integrity
that influenced those around him.

Mason was willing to give up even his own life for Somerland.

Even when his time on Earth was about to end, he still wanted to

make one last contribution to Somerland.



He used his dying body to fight back against the nine powerful
God Rank guardians from Falconia. In the end, he had even

managed to kill one and gravely injure several others.

The price was that Mason’s remaining lifespan decreased from
one year to having only one month left.

David admired the old man greatly, to the point where he had

become influenced by him.

He had gone from wanting to protect only himself to wanting to
protect the entirety of Somerland.

It was a sort of spiritual enlightenment!

This was also the first time David had showcased his ambition.

He had once been nothing more than an ordinary college student.
The fact that his parents had passed away when he was a child,
coupled with the abuse he received from his uncle’s family, had
made him feel disgusted and resentful towards society.

To the point where even after he had received the system, he had
never thought that of himself as the savior that would save
Somerland and the world.

However, after meeting Mason, he felt his mindset slowly change.

Now, his physique had already reached God level 3. Additionally,
he had recently accumulated over two thousand lavish points
again.

If he put it together, he would be able to reach God level 5.



With the way his lavish points were increasing now, it would not

be long before he could reach the pinnacle of God level.

He would be able to take over Mason’s burden and protect
Somerland from the chaos that would soon arrive.

At that moment, Cade felt that David was like a young king from

the olden times.

He was the sort of person that had to appear during these great
periods and bring light to their times!
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David reeled back his aura after it reached its peak.

Immediately, Cade felt as if a weight had been lifted from his

shoulders.

Placing his hands on the ground, he gasped for breath as droplets

of sweat trickled from his forehead and soon formed a puddle on
the floor.

“M-MP Lidell! From today onwards… I, Cade Nelson, will be
your faithful servant constantly at your command. I will not dare
hold any selfish motives,” Cade said as he panted.

“I don’t care if you have any selfish motives or not. All humans

are selfish. However, I hope you will see the big picture and make



the right choices accordingly. You know what will happen to you

if I ever hear that you’ve jeopardized Somerland,” David said to

Cade as he stood and gazed down at him.

“MP Lidell, I totally understand! From today onwards, I’ll adhere
to your instructions and do what I’m supposed to do.”

“Excellent! With Old Master Stefani and myself present,
Somerland will be free from the impending chaos. I’ll get rid of

any families and sects who dare appear and threaten Somerland.
Old Master Luther’s eightieth birthday party is the day after
tomorrow, and I’ll let the Nichols family know the outcome of

messing with Somerland during this party. That’ll serve as a
warning for all families and sects hoping to build a presence in
Somerland. You’ll conduct protection work from the outside

during this time. Try your best to not let the ordinary citizens

discover powerful the martial arts practitioners are.”

“Yes, sir, MP Lidell!” Cade replied respectfully.

“Well, I’ll be leaving now! Inform me if there are any issues you

can’t take care of. South River province is my hometown, and I

don’t want any problems to arise here. Also, I hope that no other

person will find out what happened today!”

“Understood! Have a pleasant day, MP Lidell!”

Cade accompanied David as he walked out of the building, got
into his car, and until he reached the gates of the building.
Throughout this, he managed to render countless people

speechless from shock.



Cade Nelson, the cabinet minister of South River province, the
most powerful person in the entirety of South River province, was
personally accompanying a young man in his twenties as he left
the building.

Moreover, he only stopped when the car rolled up to the gates.
This young man was an infinitely powerful person.

Countless people hung their heads in regret, hating themselves

for not creating a chance

encounter just now so they could get to know this immensely
powerful young man.

No one was thinking that it was David’s powers that made Mr.
Nelson treat him with so much respect.

After all, he was a young man who seemed to be in his early

twenties.

It was probably his father or grandfather who held a shocking
amount of power.

Cade stood by the gates and only heaved a sigh of relief after
David had left.

David had put him under an immense amount of pressure.

A God-level guardian!

What was more, he was only in his twenties! He was so young!

The saying that heroes emerged during troubled times was true!



David was most definitely the chosen one of this era.

He was destined to be the brightest-shining star during the

incoming chaos.

Cade waited for a moment longer before he turned and left.

He needed to return and prepare.

This was so that he could complete the task David had given him
perfectly.

It was the first task David had entrusted him with. He needed to

execute it properly to give a good impression to David.

The Greg family and the Nichols family had joined forces, and
David was already annoyed with him for being afraid that the
Nichols family would seek revenge on him after Mason died.

He could not afford to make any more mistakes after this.

Both guards standing by the doors were still stunned even after
Cade left.

Both were rejoicing inwardly!

Thank goodness they had not stopped this eye-catching sports car
just now.

They had initially thought it belonged to a young master from
some bigshot family. Who would have thought that they had

grossly underestimated how powerful that person was? He was so

powerful that Mr. Nelson himself had accompanied him to his

car.



They had never witnessed this before, even after working here for

several years. This was the first time.
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David drove to Golden Leaf Hotel after leaving the cabinet minister’s
office.

He was here to have a good meal.

The past few days had left him so mind-bogglingly busy that he had not

even had time for a proper meal.

Moreover, he could use this opportunity to see how Aunt Sally’s family was

doing.

They should be completely used to things now that they had worked there
for so long!

If they were ready, David would make arrangements for them to take over

Golden Leaf Hotel.

It would not have worked if they had taken over the hotel immediately
because they were not yet capable enough. Things needed to be done one

step at a time.

Now, it should almost be the right time.

After all, they had been working there for so long.

They had an in-depth understanding of how hotels operated.

David drove his Bugatti Veyron into Golden Leaf Hotel’s parking lot and
parked it with the help of the security guard’s directions.



Then, he walked into Golden Leaf Hotel as the guard watched him with a

humble, respectful, and jealous look in his eyes.

Once he walked in through the doors, four tall and sweet-looking
concierges bowed and called out, “Welcome!”

David walked into the lobby.

A good-looking lobby manager in her twenties immediately came up to

him.

“Hello, sir! May I know if you’re looking to book a room or a table?”

“You must be new, right? What’s your name?” David asked.

He remembered that the lobby manager had been a different person the
last time he visited. Why had they been replaced so quickly?

Pearl had been the lobby manager for two to three years when she worked
here, and she would most probably have continued working here if it had

not been for him.

“That’s right, sir! I’ve only been here for less than half a month. My name

is Tamara Yoder! Please forgive me if anything I do is not up to standard.
You can let me know about it tog, and I will do my best to improve,”
Tamara said humbly.

She did not know who David was, but based on the way he carried himself,
she could tell he was not someone to be messed with.

This was all due to the experience she accumulated after years of working
in the service industry

“Prepare a table’s worth of your best dishes and call your general manager.
I’ll be waiting for him in private room number one.”



When David finished speaking, he did not wait for Tamara to respond

before he left.

Tamara hurried after him.

“Sir! May I have your name?”

“Tell your manager that it’s David Lidell.”

David Lidell?

Tamara repeated the name to herself.

Suddenly, a wave of shock washed over her!

David Lidell?

W- Was this not… their boss’ name?

“A-A- Are you the boss?” Tamara asked stutteringly.

“Not bad! You know my name! Go get your general manager!” David said.

“Yes, sir! Please wait for a moment, Mr. Liddell! I’ll get him right now!”
Tamara hurriedly replied.

“Also! Don’t forget to prepare my food!” David added.

“Yes, sir! Don’t worry, Mr. Liddell, the food will be sent over

immediately.”

As Tamara watched David step into the elevator, she hurriedly retrieved

her walkie-talkie and contacted the general manager. She told him that the

boss was here, and that the general manager’s attendance was requested in

private room number one,
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